
Maverick Synfuels and PPE, Inc. to Produce
Small-scale Methane-to-Methanol Plants

Agreement provides a pathway to monetize low-value methane feedstocks in remote locations.

RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, N.C. AND , LEAGUE CITY, TX, USA, March 10, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/

-- Maverick Synfuels, a leader in alternative fuels and chemicals production technology, and Plant

This partnership accelerates

the deployment of

Maverick's

commercialization strategy

and economic pathway to

revenue.”

Jeff Harrison

Process Equipment, Inc. (PPE), a global energy engineering

and fabrication company, have formed a partnership to

manufacture and sell small-scale Gas-to-Liquids (GTL)

methanol plants.  These skid-mounted modular plants can

be rapidly deployed and are capable of producing between

3,000 – 10,000 gallons per day of ultra-clean synthetic fuels

and chemicals from natural gas or methane-rich "waste

gas".  Maverick has the exclusive rights to sell and deploy

these factory-built plants that convert potent greenhouse

gases into guaranteed quantities of methanol.

Now, for the first time, waste gas producers have a financially attractive alternative to flaring or

generating electricity.  Waste gas sites are abundant worldwide as a source of low-cost methane,

albeit in locations remote from markets or pipelines. Only a small percentage of these sites use

the methane or biogas to produce energy. Despite government subsidies, economics of

electricity production at these locations remain challenging.

Methane-rich waste gas originates from numerous sources including oil and gas fields

(associated or flare gas), landfills, wastewater treatment plants and anaerobic digesters

associated with agricultural waste disposal. The production of several thousands of gallons a day

of locally-usable methanol or transportation fuels is possible using Maverick's proprietary

technology in skid-mounted plants co-located at these gas sources.

Converting methane gas to methanol liquid is one component of Maverick’s "spoke and hub"

distributed production strategy that builds on Maverick’s patented Olefinity™ technology.

Methanol produced at small-scale GTL plants ("spokes") located at the waste gas source is easily

transportable to larger "hub" facilities, where it can be converted to higher value products such

as clean transportation fuels, and specialty chemicals like propylene, using Maverick’s olefins

based processes.  This approach significantly reduces capital requirements for converting low-

value feedstocks such as waste methane into higher value products.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.mavericksynfuels.com/plants/
http://www.mavericksynfuels.com/plants/distributed-production-model/
http://www.mavericksynfuels.com/technology/


"Maverick provides the first economically viable solution for converting waste gas methane into

considerably higher value products," said Sam Yenne, CEO of Maverick. "In addition, the

combination of skid-mounted and small footprint simplifies deployment into the remote regions

where many of these waste gas sources reside.  Small-scale fuel and chemical production and

lower capital requirements have aligned to produce a cost competitive and cleaner alternative to

crude oil derived products."

"PPE and Maverick have solved the puzzle of low-cost methanol production with our small-scale

GTL platform," said Jeff Harrison, Chief Engineering Officer of Maverick Synfuels. "This

partnership accelerates the deployment of Maverick's commercialization strategy and economic

pathway to revenue."

"Maverick's technology and deployment strategy is unique in the industry," said Ken Reynaud,

Senior Vice President of PPE. "This partnership will expand the market opportunities for PPE

through Maverick's comprehensive approach."

The first methanol plant from the PPE/Maverick partnership is destined for deployment at a

large-scale dairy in the upper Midwest where Maverick will leverage the synergies between three

existing anaerobic digesters. "A proven supply of low-cost biogas combined with the

transportation logistics and operational synergies gives Maverick a substantial economic

advantage in this market," said Harrison.

About Plant Process Equipment, Inc.

Plant Process Equipment, Inc. (PPE) is a privately held engineering, construction, and operating

company specializing in projects in the chemical, petrochemical, petroleum refining, bio-fuel, and

green energy industries. With a staff of talented engineers and designers and an in-house

fabrication shop, PPE handles all phases of projects from testing and conceptual design - to

mechanical and structural engineering - to field construction and startup. These turnkey

capabilities with a focus on skid mounted (modular) design result in greater efficiencies and a

single source of accountability for our clients. PPE completed projects include the design and

construction of oil and gas production facilities, chemical and petrochemical manufacturing

plants, and power generation projects in the US and worldwide. To learn more, visit www.plant-

process.com.

About Maverick Synfuels

Maverick Synfuels commercializes technology for converting low-value feedstocks, such as

biomass, municipal solid waste (MSW), and methane-rich gas streams, into high-value

petroleum-replacing transportation fuels and chemicals. The company's unique hub-and-spoke

distributed production model creates opportunities for low-cost feedstock resources, reduces

capital requirements, and minimizes technical and financial risk. Maverick is licensing technology

to strategic partners, along with building and operating production facilities with strategic

partners. The company is based in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina. For more information,

http://www.plant-process.com
http://www.plant-process.com


call 919-749-8717; e-mail info@mavericksynfuels.com; or visit

http://www.mavericksynfuels.com/
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